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FAQs for UAN 2.0 

Q. How is the revised version of UAN different from earlier version? 

Ans: The revised version of UAN has the changed process of UAN generation and linking as 

explained below: 

a. The UAN in respect of member with first time employment would be got generated by the 

employer prior to filing of ECR by employer for that member. In the earlier version, the 

employer used to file ECR with member IDs and the UAN was allotted later on the basis of 

first time declaration made by the employer. 

b. The linking of the existing UAN of the member with the present employment would 

necessarily be done by the employer before filing of UAN based ECR. Earlier this was done 

after filing of ECR based on member IDs. 

c. The Electronic Challan cum Return would be UAN based instead of member ID based. 

d. The member details i.e. name of member, date of birth, father’s / Husband’s name etc. 

would be same for all the employments, since the details would be fetched from UAN 

database of member. 

 

Q. How can employer obtain the UAN of a member prior to filing ECR in case the member has 

joined EPF for the first time? 

Ans: In such a case, the employer can obtain UAN upfront from EPFO portal on the basis of 

information furnished by the member in the declaration form. The process flow is as follows: 

 The employer would obtain the Universal Account Number (UAN) for first time member 

from EPFO through an online functionality on the portal. 

 The employer is required to furnish the details of member on the portal.  

 The employer should furnish the member details on the basis of KYC document - Aadhaar 

to avoid future complications about member’s name, name of father/spouse, date of 

birth, gender etc. 

 The employer would get UAN from the portal and the same would be available for 

validation for the ECR file of the employer. 
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Q. How can employer link the UAN of a member to his present employment prior to filing 

ECR in case the member was earlier member of EPF prior to joining the present 

establishment? 

Ans: In such cases, the process has been revised as follows: 

 The member declares the UAN/ EPF Account Number details to the employer through 

declaration form as per the existing process. 

 The employer is required to link the present employment with the provided Universal 

Account Number before filing ECR. 

 The member details as available in the provided UAN would be used in the ECR of the 

present employment. 

 

Q. Whether there are any validations in case the employer links the UAN of a member to 

his present employment? 

Ans: Since earlier there have been cases of wrong linking of the current employment of the 

member with a UAN, which does not pertain to the member, the member’s data in present 

employment is validated against the UAN being submitted for linking with the present 

employment. In case of discrepancies, the employer would verify the details on the system 

along with his KYC details already seeded in his UAN database. The linking logic has been 

elaborated in the user manual. 

 


